
     

A. 

Sometimes we can have a strong sense of our own unworthiness when we 

are in the presence of the Lord. Several characters in the gospels express 

this sense of unworthiness before Jesus. John the Baptist expressed his 

unworthiness to baptize Jesus; the Roman centurion expressed his 

unworthiness to have Jesus come to his home. In this morning’s gospel 

reading, Simon Peter expresses his unworthiness just to be in the presence 

of Jesus. Each of these characters felt that the gap between themselves and 

Jesus was so great that they simply weren’t worthy to have him draw close 

to them. Yet, on each occasion, Jesus brushed aside the objection. He 

insisted on John baptizing him; he insisted on going to the home of the 

Roman centurion; he insists to Simon Peter that he will not be departing 

from him. On the contrary, Simon Peter was called by Jesus to share 

intimately in his work of catching people, gathering people into God’s 

kingdom. The Lord does not want our sense of unworthiness to become a 

block between himself and us. Yes, we are unworthy, but the Lord does not 

ask us to be worthy. Rather, he asks us to be willing, to be responsive to his 

will for our lives. His purpose for our lives is always so much more generous 

than the plans or purposes we might have for ourselves.  

Life Message: 

We can discover that at the very moment when we are most aware of our 

unworthiness, the Lord is looking ahead to the person we can become and to 

the role, we can play in his work in the world. 

B. 



Most of us will have tasted the experience of failure in one shape or form. 

We may have failed to live up to the values and the goals that we had set 

ourselves; some enterprise or some initiative that we had invested in may 

have come to nothing; some relationship that was important to us may have 

slipped away from us. All such experiences can leave us feeling 

disheartened. Such an experience of failure is to be found in this morning's 

gospel reading. We can hear the note of failure in the words of Peter to 

Jesus, ‘we worked hard all night long and caught nothing', and in his later 

words to Jesus, ‘leave me, Lord; I am a sinful man'. Yet, the gospel reading 

proclaims loudly that failure does not need to have the last word because 

the Lord is stronger than our failures and can work powerfully through them. 

The Lord transformed the fruitless night's labor of the disciples into an 

abundant catch of fish, and he insisted that the sinful Peter would share in 

his own work of drawing people into the nets of God’s kingdom.  

Life Message: 

The Lord is constantly at work in all kinds of seemingly unpromising 

situations, drawing new life out of loss and failure. Yet, for this to happen, 

the Lord needs us not to give in to discouragement. He needs us to keeping 

putting out into deep water in response to his faithful word. 

Let us pray: 

Lord, you tell me, as you told Simon, to ‘Put out into the deep water’. You 

are ready to surprise me with the depths I can find in myself, with the work 

you can do through me. Save me from contentment, from settling for a 

routine existence. Open me to recognizing your hand in my daily encounters. 

Jesus, I Trust In You 


